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New product development is a method of out-of-the-box innovation which
involves a higher level of technical, market, and organisational uncertainty
than redesign, as discussed in Chapter 4. Given the increased uncertainty of
the new product development process, no standard rules of thumb to
improve an existing product can be applied, and a more open ‘idea finding’
phase is necessary. In this chapter, a general model for new product develop-
ment for D4S is explained and several new product technologies and market
opportunities are described. Additionally, the strong connection between sys-
tem innovation and new product development is examined.
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6.1 Product innovation

As introduced in Section 2.7, new product development
follows the four basic stages of product innovation (pol-
icy formulation, idea finding, strict development, and
realisation) and involves a series of sub-processes dom-
inated by the product development process followed by
the realisation of project activities (see Figure 6-1).

Product Innovation = Product Development +
Realisation 

Product development can be defined as ’the process
that transforms technical ideas or market needs and
opportunities into a new product and on to the market.’
It includes strategy, organisation, concept generation,
product, and marketing plan creation and evaluation,
and the commercialisation of a new product. 

The product development process is a creative and
iterative set of steps and phases that converts ideas into
saleable products and/or services. The product develop-
ment process itself can be split up into three phases:

Figure 6-1 ___ Product development as part of the product innovation process
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policy formulation, idea finding, and strict development
(see Figure 6-1). 

Each step contains a divergent activity that identifies
relevant information in a creative way and a convergent
activity which evaluates that information (see Figure 6-
2). The divergent activity explores and redefines prob-
lems, generates ideas, and combines concepts. The con-
vergent activity imposes value judgments and includes
methods to make sense of information, prioritise items,
compare solutions, assess ideas and select concepts. The
product development process is often presented as a
linear process. However, in practice it can contain iter-
ative cycles, where design teams go back to earlier
stages in the product development process to re-evalu-
ate decisions that have been made. 

Development of new D4S products is not an isolat-
ed process. Production development and marketing
planning take place in parallel to the product develop-
ment process (see Figure 6-1). Since production devel-
opment and design are directly linked, equipment avail-
ability and investment needs should be considered dur-
ing the design phase. Production management will need
to address how to intro duce any production changes
resulting from design changes. In addition, informa tion
on market analysis, consumer behaviour, trends and
future scenarios, government policies, environmental
concerns, new technologies and materials is essential
for targeting a new product to the needs of consumers. 

In contrast to redesign, there are no clear rules-of-
thumb or strategies to be followed for new D4S pro -
ducts, since the approach exactly is focused on new
products for existing or new markets. Hence, the more
open ‘idea finding’ phase is included in the stepwise
approach explained above. In Module D several forms of

creativity techniques are presented that can support in
this. Also, the approach of design-oriented scenarios in
Module B can provide new ideas and concepts.

Another source for new product ideas come from
new product technologies and the vast array of new
opportunities they can provide – as highlighted in the
next section.

6.2 New product 
technologies

New product technologies such as eco-materials, nan-
otechnology, renewable energy sources, and
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) can
be a source of inspiration for new product develop-
ment, since these technologies often add value when
incorporated into a new product. Incentives of these
technologies include increased savings through energy
and resource efficiency, reduced toxicity, and improved
reusability or recyclability. Additional information on
these technologies is provided below. 

> Eco-materials are new materials that have far less
impact on the environment and play an important role
in new product developments. Eco-materials are char-
acterised by one or more of the following attributes:
increased savings in energy and/or resources, improved
reusability or recyclability. Module H provides addition-
al information on these materials.

> Nanotechnology is a growing field that offers great
innovation potential in the realm of sustainable materi-
als (smaller, lighter, and more intelligent).  A downside of
this technology is that the byproducts generated in the
processing are not well researched and could possibly
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Figure 6-2 ___ Step-by-step design approach characterised divergent and convergent activities. 
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be toxic. The potential applications for nanotechnology
lie primarily in the car and electronics industries, for exam-
ple non-scratch windows, self-repairing structures, etc.

> Renewable energy sources, such as human pow-
ered devices and photovoltaics offer great sustainable
enhancement potential for portable products, one
example being larger distribution of medical care instru-
ments in remote regions. Fuel cells can add to this
potential, provided their energy sources are from a sus-
tainable source. Section 6.3 provides a number of
options for the integration of renewable energy sources
into consumer products. Additional information on
renewable energy options in technical product innova-
tion can be found in Module I.

> ICT easily contributes to new product develop-
ment by advancing sustainable functionalities or features
in existing products. Intelligent products can be devel-
oped to reduce energy use, improve connectivity and
improve functionality.  Multifunctional products reduce
the need for separate products for example, camera-
phones. ICT can also provide new opportunities for
learning tools such as in the example of ‘One Laptop
per Child’ (refer to Section 6.4). More examples of ICT
contributions to new D4S products can be found in
Module J on the web.

6.3 Integrating Human
Powered, PhotoVoltaics
and Fuel Cell energy
systems into consumer
products 

The application of Renewable Energy (RE) technolo-
gies like Human Power (HP), Photo Voltaic (PV) cells,
and Fuel Cells (FC) offer more sustainable alternatives
to current energy systems. The integration of these
new energy technologies into D4S product design is
moving from the experimental phase towards becom-
ing an established discipline in Industrial Design. To
continue the forward momentum of these design
efforts, it is necessary to increase the amount of struc-
tural information regarding the identification and inte-
gration of renewable energy technologies into pro -
ducts available to technological developers as well as
industrial designers.

Each of the three RE technologies listed above have
their own advantages and disadvantages for product and
product-system applications. The added value of RE
technology is contingent upon product applications and
design limitations. Table 6-1 outlines the potential
advantages of HP, PV, and FC. 

PPVV--ppoowweerreedd pprroodduucctt--ssyysstteemmss

Of the three Renewable Energy technologies listed
above, the PV-cells are currently the most applied at the
product and product-system level. During the last
decade the number of PV-cell product applications has
significantly increased. A wide variety of electronic
products are powered by PV-cells, including solar char -
gers, outdoor lighting, calculators, gadgets, ticket
machines, etc. These can be characterised into one of
the following four groups of PV products.

1. Existing product designs with an 
‘added’ PV source:
There are a variety of existing products in which PV

cells have been included as an alterative energy source.
For example, the PV-powered weight-scale shown in
Figure 6-3 has ‘pasted’ PV cells onto the product by
adding an additional surface. The PV-cells are not inte-
grated into the product’s design and do not create an
essential added value for users (the battery normally
only has to be replaced once every 3 years). 

2. Redesign of existing products with 
‘integrated’ PV source:
If PV-cells replace another type of energy source in

a product, it is very likely that the product design and
the configuration were adapted and optimised for the
new situation. While integration of PV-cells into the
product’s design can enhance its sustainability, the
design must take into account product function or the
innovation effort may not yield the intended benefits.
Take for example, the solar battery pack for a mobile
telephone (shown in Figure 6-3). In this example the
solar cells have been integrated into the product using
transparent plastic and hi-tech surface styling, despite
constrains in the size and shape of the battery pack.
While the intended value of this product–technology
combination is clear, there is not a suitable balance
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Table 6-1 ___ Characteristics of HP, PV and FC
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between energy generation and consumption. Although
the PV-cell area is small, a full day of sun would be
required to supply the energy required to maintain
proper functioning of the mobile telephone. However,
the mobile telephone will often be disconnected from
sunlight because it will be in the palm of the hand when
in use and is often carried inside a bag or a pocket. The
characteristics and positioning of PV-cells do not pro-
vide an optimal match with the user context and ener-
gy need. 

3. New products based on PV technologies;
Based upon the characteristics of the new RE tech-

nologies and consumer needs, new PV-powered pro -
ducts are increasingly being developed. For example,
solar chargers offer consumers the distinct advantage of
generating energy independent from batteries or the
electricity grid (refer to Figure 6-3). The design should
be developed considering the new function and tech-
nology, the shape and colour should be matched to user
preferences, and there should be a suitable match
between energy generation and consumption. 

4. New product-systems based upon PV
technologies;

Low voltage and Direct Current (DC) appliances are
rapidly being introduced in today’s market, for example,
mobile telephones, ipods, and personal digital assistants
(PDAs). In order to power these products the 220
Alternating Current (AC) has to be converted twice to

the low-voltage DC. This process results in efficiency
losses. Renewable Energy technology like PV-panels
produce low voltage DC electricity which makes them
(more) compatible to power these appliances. One of
the current solutions under research is to integrate a
PV-powered low voltage DC electricity grid in houses
to power these products more efficient and to abandon
the need for adaptors

Case: The development of a new PV powered
lantern for the Cambodian market is described in
detail in the Case Study section on the web.

HHuummaann PPoowweerreedd PPrroodduuccttss

While human-powered products are not a new con-
cept, they do offer great advances in product sustain-
ability. The introduction of the Freeplay radio in 1996
sparked interest in fusing HP and products and as a
result a range of HP products have been introduced
into the market (see Figure 6-4). In the first example, a
Freeplay wind-up flashlight is equipped with a metal
spring to store energy. While the HP innovation adds
value, one might question if the bulky weight and dimen-
sions do not present an inconvenience to users. In the
second example, the HP technology has been integrat-
ed more sophisticatedly into the product (by shaking
the flashlight, linear induction within the light creates
energy). Finally several new HP-products have been
developed to charge low power products like mobile
telephones.
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Figure 6-3 ___ Examples of PV-powered products;
weight scale, mobile telephone, PDA and a solar

charger for mobile telephones.

Figure 6-4 ___ Examples of human-powered products:
two torches and a mobile charger.
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FFuueell CCeellll PPoowweerreedd PPrroodduuccttss

Since the miniaturisation and commercialisation of the
Fuel Cell technology is more recent, the number of
product examples available in the market is limited.
Figure 6-5 depicts a selection of fuel cell examples that
are still in the experimental or prototype stage. In the
first example, a PDA is fuelled using FC technology
however the FC source is large in comparison to the
product and not well integrated in the design. In the
second example from formula zero (the racing cart), the
FC has been integrated in the design, however it does
not yet compare to the characteristics of competing
technologies like combustion engines. In the last exam-
ple, the integrated FC power operated laptop, the FC
technology creates added value as it enables users to
work at least twice the amount of hours independent
from the electricity grid.

Additional information on design processes for inte-
grating renewable energy systems into products can be
found in Module I of the web. 

Many mobility and transport products featuring fuel
cell technology are currently being developed. However,
innovative mobility initiatives need to be accompanied
with supporting infrastructural systems, supply, user
practices and regulations (see Section 6.5).

6.4 ICT technology in
new product develop-
ment: One Laptop per
Child

The One Laptop per Child project has created a learn-
ing tool expressly for the world’s poorest and under-
privileged children inhabiting remote areas. The laptop
was designed collaboratively by experts from both aca-
demia and industry. The Media dubbed the project ’One
Laptop per Child’ but industry members knew it as ‘the
$100 laptop.’ The expected manufacturing cost is below
$150 and expected to fall below $100 by the end of 2008.

“It should be compact and sealed, like a suitcase. And
it should really look and feel different. It shouldn’t look
like something for business that’s been colored for
kids.” (That’s more than an aesthetic concern: An unmis-
takable, childlike design will be the laptop’s only real
defense against theft and resale.) The result is a unique
harmony of form and function; a flexible, ultra low-cost,
power-efficient, responsive, and durable machine with
which nations of the emerging world can leapfrog
decades of development—immediately transforming
the content and quality of their children’s learning.

The product development team explored several
options. One of the first decisions was to place the bulk
of the electronic wiring behind the display, like an iMac,
instead of beneath the keyboard. This simplified the
wiring as the motherboard and display were no longer
connected through a fragile hinge and also cut costs.
The new laptop designed by the One Laptop per Child
project contains a number of innovations designed to
reduce cost and make it practical for children in devel-
oping countries. A few of these design innovations are
listed below. Furthermore, Figures 6-6 and 6-7 depict
the final design and evolutionary stages of the design
process, respectively.

- Renewable Energy: The low energy display and
drive has made it possible to build a computer that con-
sumes only 2 watts of power, compared with the 25 to 45
watts consumed by conventional laptops. Each machine is
accompanied with a simple mechanism to recharge itself
when a standard power outlet is not available. The project
team experimented with a crank, but eventually discarded
the idea because it seemed too fragile.

88 Figure 6-5 ___ Examples of FC-powered products; PDA,
racing cart and a FC-powered Laptop.
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- Low energy display: The small high resolution
screen has both a low-power monochrome mode –
readable in sunlight, unlike conventional displays – and
backlit color using light emitting diodes (LEDs). 

- Low energy drive: The ultra-low-power opera-
tion is possible because of the lack of a hard drive (the
laptop uses solid-state memory, which has no moving
parts and has fallen sharply in cost). In addition the
microprocessor shuts down whenever the computer is
not processing information.

- Wifi and USB ports: Two design challenges
included unprotected USB ports and a pair of radio
antennas needing to be exterior to the machine for
reception. A dual solution was designed which turned
the antennas into a pair of playful ‘ears’ that swivel up
for reception or down to cover the laptop’s exposed
USB ports.

“Everything on the laptop serves at least two pur-
poses”

66..55 SSyysstteemm lleevveell iinnnnoovvaa--
ttiioonn ccoonnnneecctteedd ttoo nneeww
pprroodduuccttss:: tthhee eexxaammppllee
ooff ffuueell cceellll ssyysstteemmss

Fuel cell and hydrogen technologies utilising renewable
energy sources offer great potential in the realm of

innovation product systems and can provide the neces-
sary energy efficiency in urban transportation systems
to mitigate climate change through reduced emissions.
Several hydrogen powered (fuel or fuel-cell) vehicle
demonstration projects are underway. However, new
products featuring fuel cell technology instead of con-
ventional energy sources are only part of a much larger
system that needs to be changed.

Typically, system innovation must be accompanied
with radical changes in technologies, regulations, user
practices, markets, culture, infrastructure, and supply
networks to further support widespread uptake of the
technology. System innovations require large invest-
ments and will always replace defunct parts of the exist-
ing system which often leads to opposition from actors
connected to the old system.

An important aspect of system innovation manage-
ment is learning-by-doing, keeping several options open
for exploration, maintaining long-term vision and short-
term actions, involving all relevant stakeholders and
evaluating continuously (see also the bricolage
approach, Chapter 5).

System innovation is a relatively new field with limit-
ed practical experience. A methodology was developed
to address the need for concrete insights in initiating
system innovation and was pilot tested in fuel cell trans-
port system in Rotterdam. 

This methodology emphasises outlining a combined
set of concrete short-term projects and conditions,
within a long-term perspective. The approach is charac-
terised as ‘bottom-up’ as it involves relevant stakehold-
ers very early in the process, in order to build upon cur-
rent projects and views and support short-term pro -
jects with long-term objectives. The approach includes
both current and future stakeholders in the process.

The following steps are performed in chronological
order:

> Draw a system definition: a system innovation or a
transition consists of a combination of different sub-
systems fulfilling various functions. These functions can
involve changes in existing functions or implementing
new functions. The system definition includes both
technical and sociocultural elements, as change is
required in all these dimensions in order to bring
about a transition.
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Figure 6-6 ___ The final concept

Figure 6-7 ___  The evolution of the concepts
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> Identify stakeholders: the different functions of the
system definition can be associated with clusters of
stakeholders that are necessary to fulfill these functions.
It is essential that present stakeholders as well as poten-
tial stakeholders are involved. Small entrepreneurs are
often more motivated than incumbent firms to manu-
facture the new technologies required for system inno-
vation, for example, fuel cells.

> Perform stakeholder interviews and workshops: a tran-
sition or system innovation can only take place due to
a collective action of the different stakeholders.
Therefore, it is crucial to obtain stakeholder commit-
ment. Furthermore it is assumed that system innova-
tion can only be successful if it is based on a common
vision and ideas. Insight into stakeholders reaction to
system innovation (their views and perceived barriers
and opportunities) can be obtained through in-depth
interviews and workshops. The interviews should be
aimed to obtain in-depth insight into the views of a wide
variety of stakeholders. The workshops should facilitate
interaction between different groups of stakeholders. In
this way consensus regarding certain issues can be
achieved. Also, the workshop contributes to the origina-
tion of stakeholder networks.

> Generate a roadmap: the results from interviews
and workshops should be used to create a roadmap.
The roadmap should include the most promising short-
and medium-term projects for D4S and relate these to

long-term objectives. The purpose of the roadmap is to
identify and visualise potential innovation steps between
the present situation and a possible sustainable future
situation. The timeline and content of the roadmap
should relate to existing roadmaps, in order to incorpo-
rate the national and international context.

A roadmap can be used to develop the transition
steps necessary to implement system innovation. An
important aspect of this method is that stakeholders
are identified and consulted before the roadmap is
developed. The roadmap should not be regarded as a
fixed path; the transition steps need to be continuously
evaluated based on the interim objectives developed by
stakeholders. Because the transition projects and relat-
ed conditions are based on the views of stakeholders,
the methodology actively engages stakeholder commit-
ment. The following case study outlines a D4S system
innovation in the fuel cell transport field.

FFuueell cceellll ttrraannssppoorrtt iinn RRootttteerrddaamm

The following case study provides the design approach
for the fuel cell based transport system in Rotterdam.
The design called for changes in infrastructure to
accommodate the necessary storage, transport and dis-
tribution of hydrogen; filling stations; the production and
supply of fuel cell vehicles and ships and the operation
of these vehicles. Furthermore, the design requires
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Figure 6-8 ___ System design for future fuel cell transport system in Rotterdam (van den Bosch et al, 2005)
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